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Lesson: Seat Assignments 

General Description 
 

 
This lesson covers seat assignments and seat maps.  It provides the basics of 
seat selection, seat codes, interactive seats, and seat cancellation. 
 

Objectives 
 

 
 

At the end of this lesson, you will be able to 
 
• Display seat map 
• Read seat map codes 
• Delete seats 
 

Generic Seat Request 
 

 
Seats can be requested using a generic code to indicate a specific type or 
location of seat. 
 
1.  Access HELP 4R and tab to HELP 4RA to review seat request entries. 
 

HELP 4R 
HELP 4RA 

 
2.  Access HELP STREQC and review generic seat codes. 
 

HELP STREQC 
 
3.  Recreate or retrieve the  PNR with record locator OJE4UW for Carla 

Barnes. 
 
 Entry   *OJE4UW 
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1P- OJE4UW  
 1.1BARNES/CARLA*ADT 
 1*DL3474Q 07JUN FR SUNSLC MK1   942A 1045A/O E 
 2 DL 922Q 07JUN FR SLCCVG MK1   100P  619P/O E 
 3 DL 474Q 07JUN FR CVGPWM MK1   700P  907P/O E 
 4 DL1702Q 15JUN SA PWMCVG MK1   905A 1123A/O E 
 5 DL 937Q 15JUN SA CVGSLC MK1  1230P  210P/X E 
 6*DL3481Q 15JUN SA SLCSUN MK1   255P  403P/X E 
P- 1.1ZA-TRAINING 
T- 1.TAW/21/20DEC//***LESSON.PNR*** 
TKG FAX-NOT PRICED  FARE TYPE EX  
M-  1.***TRAINING DEVELOPMENT PNR - DO NOT CANCEL*** 
 
 
 
4.  Reserve generic seats for all flights and all passengers. 
 

4RA 
 
Response 
ALL SEATS RESERVED 

 
In a generic seat request, the search selects the following: 
• An aisle seat if available 
• A window seat if an aisle is not available 
• A center seat if an aisle or window is not available 

 
5.  End transaction. 
 

<F10> OR E + <ENTER> 
 

Seat Maps 
 

 
Seat maps can be accessed for participating airlines in order to find 
specific available seats. 
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Activity: View Seat Map 

 
1.  View the seat map for segment 1. 
 

41* 
 

Seat Map Codes 
 

 

 
Seat maps contain codes that indicate the type and location of seats  
on an  aircraft.  These codes vary from airline to airline. 
 

Activity:  Seat Map Codes 

 
1.  Access HELP STMAPC and review the codes applicable to NW only. 
 

HELP STMAPC 
 

INFO pages can be accessed for interactive and other airline seat 
participants to assist with reading a seat map.  To access an interactive 
seat map display for Delta, enter INFO DL0MAP. 

 
2.  Access INFO DL0MAP and review display. 
 

INFO DL0MAP 
 

Seat map access entries are shown near the top of the display.  Moving 
down displays a sample seat map and a explanation of the airline's seat 
map codes. 

 
To view other airline’s information on seat map displays, replace DL 
with the two-character airline code. 
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Cancel Seats 
 

 
Once seats are reserved they can be canceled. 
 

Activity:  Seat Map Codes 

 
Cancel all reserved seats. 
 

4RX 
 

¥  Review/Exercise(s) 

 
Answer the following questions. 
 
1.  What HELP entry displays a list of all boarding pass participants? 

____________________________________________________ 
 
2.  What do the following codes represent on a NW seat map? 
 
R ____________________________ 

$ ____________________________ 

E ____________________________ 

W ____________________________ 

B ___________________________ 
 
H ____________________________ 

 
3.  What entry requests non-smoking, aisle and adjacent seats for all 

passengers on all segments?  
___________________________________________________ 

 
4.  What entry requests a non-smoking window seat for segment 3? 

___________________________________________________ 
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5.  What entry cancels all reserved seats for all names in a PNR? 
___________________________________________________ 

 
6.  What entry reserves seat 9A for segment 1? 

___________________________________________________ 
 
7.  What entry displays the seat map for the flight in segment 3 of a PNR? 

___________________________________________________ 
 
8.What HELP entry displays a list of entries to change seat assignments? 
___________________________________________________ 
 

  Additional Seat Assignment Topics 
 

 
Worldspan recommends agents increase their knowledge and skills by 
completing the related tutorials in the Worldspan Training page in 
Worldspan Go!, then select e-Learning.  If  time allows, take the Seat 
Assignment Tutorial. 
 
The topic outlines are as follows: 
 

Seat Retention 
 

 

 
The Worldspan seat retention program allows a flight segment to be 
canceled and rebooked in another class of service, same compartment, 
without losing the seat assignment.  The seats are retained if the newly 
booked segment has an SS action/advice code. 
 

Activity:  Seat Retention 

 
1.  Access INFO SEATSAVE and review participants. 
 

INFO SEATSAVE 
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2.  Recreate the HP PNR for  March 17. 
 
1P- 7UY6MQ  
 1.1KING/LINDA*ADT 
 2 HP 554B 17MAR SU LASDFW HK1   429P  856P/O $ E 
 3 HP 541B 21MAR TH DFWPHX HK1   848A 1028A/O $ E 
P- 1.1ZA770-563-4800/T 
T- 1.TAW/00/07OCT 
TKG FAX-NOT PRICED  FARE TYPE EX  
**** ITEMS SUPPRESSED ****/EDT/DR 
 

RLOC  7UY6MQ 
 
3.  Change segment 2 to K class. 
 

X2#0/K 
 

The SK identifier at the end of the segment is not displayed. 
 
4.  Enter *SS to redisplay the saved seats. 

 
*SS 

 
The original seat is displayed. 

 
5.  Redisplay the PNR.  SK is appended to the segment. 
 

*R 
 

Ignore and Save Seats 
 

 

 
If simultaneous changes occur during seat transactions, you can retain seat 
assignments by ignoring and saving the seats. 
 
Seat transactions are saved, all other transactions are ignored, and the 
following message is displayed: 
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Response:  Seat transactions saved-remember to et 
 

Activity:  Ignore and Save Seats 

 
Access INFO IS and review when the entry is applicable. 
 

INFO IS 
 

Seat and Boarding Pass Participants 
 

 
A list of airlines participating in the Worldspan seat and boarding pass 
program can be accessed.  Seat and boarding pass guidelines are listed for 
each participating airline. 
 

Activity:  Seat and Boarding Pass Participants 

 
1.  Access HELP SEATS and review the seat index. 
 

HELP SEATS 
 
2.  Tab to HELP STMAX and review the minimum/maximum guidelines for 

different airlines. 
 

HELP STMAX 
 

By tabbing to the INFO entry under the SEAT INFORMATION 
column, information can be accessed for the specific airline. 

 
3.  Access seat information for Continental Airlines. 
 

INFO CO0 SEAT 
 

Seat and boarding pass time restrictions are listed near the top of the 
display.  The entry to access the Continental GRS seat page is also 
displayed on the screen.  Notes at the bottom of the display indicate 
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specific information regarding how to request seats on CO and how seat 
requests are processed. 

 
Interactive Seats 

 
 

 
Interactive seats allow confirmation of seat requests prior to end transaction.  
When a seat request is made, the request is sent via direct link to the airline 
and the seat is immediately removed from the seat map.  An SSR item is 
created with an action/advice code of HK. 
 

Activity:  Interactive Seats 

 
Access INFO INTERACTIVE for general information on interactive seat 
participants. 
 

Seat Requests 
 

 
 
The following guidelines apply to all airlines: 
• A PNR must be created or retrieved before seats can be requested. 
• Seats can only be reserved on a PNR containing SS or HK segments. 
• All names must be in the PNR prior to requesting a seat assignment. 
• Seats can be requested for a maximum of 12 flight segments in one entry.  

If more than 12 segments exist in the PNR, segment select is mandatory. 
• The function identifier for seats is 4R. 
 
Worldspan offers three ways of requesting seats: 
• Generic - a seat number is not requested 
• Specific - a specific seat number is requested 
• Manual - a seat number is not requested and a boarding pass cannot be 

issued. 
 

NW Seat Maps 
 

 

 
Seat maps are created for all NW flights 88 days prior to departure. 
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The class of service from a flight segment determines the 
compartment to be displayed in a seat map. 
 
A slash in place of the class of service in a manual entry displays all 
classes of service on the aircraft. 
 
To determine if a seat map has been created for  NW, check 
HELP MAPNW. 
 

Activity:  NW Seat Map 

 
1.  Access the seat map creation date for NW. 
 

HELP MAPNW 
 

Interactive Seat Maps 
 

 

 
Seat map creation dates vary for each Interactive participant.  HELP 
BPMAX specifies the maximum number of days prior to departure 
seats can be confirmed on each airline. 
 

Activity: Interactive Seat Maps 

 
Access HELP STMAX and review the minimum/maximum guidelines for 
seat requests. 
 

HELP STMAX 
 

I  Question/Answer 

 
Q: How many days in advance can seats on American Airlines be 

requested? 
A: 331 days 
 
Q: What are the minimum/maximum seat request guidelines for KLM? 
A: 24 hours - 90 days 
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OAL Seat Maps 

 
 

 
To verify the number of days prior to departure seat maps are created 
for a specific airline, refer to HELP BPMAX.  Not all airline  
participants have live seat map capabilities. 

 
Boarding Passes 

 
 

 
A boarding pass is a flight document that provides authorization to board the 
aircraft and occupy a specific seat.  It is not valid without an attached flight 
coupon. 
 
There are only a few airlines that allow boarding passes to be issued prior to 
departure.  Due to security reasons, many airlines do not allow the issuance 
of boarding passes. 
 
HELP BP MAX provides this information also. 
 

Specific Seat Request 
 

 
Specific seats can be requested if the passenger has a preference. 
 
When requesting specific seats in the same row, the row number does not 
need to be repeated when the seat assignment consists of a row number and 
a letter. 
 
To display a seat map the function identifier is 4, followed by the segment 
number, and the * symbol. 
 

Activity:  Specific Seat Request 

 
1.  Sell NW 1196 in Y class the 15th of next month from MSPJFK for one 

person. 
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0NW11960Y15MMMMSPJFKNN1 

 
2.  Sell NW 12591 in Y class the 20th of next month from JFKMSP for one 

person. 
 

0NW1259Y20MMMJFKMSPNN1 
 
3.  Add your name, ticketing field for today with category, and phone 

number with SID. 
 

-LAST NAME/FIRST NAME 
7TAW/XX/DDMMM 
9*XXX-XXX-XXXX 

 
4.  End and redisplay the PNR. 
 

ER 
 
5.  Access HELP STMAP and review entries for seat map requests. 
 

HELP STMAP 
 
6.  Switch to the opposite window. 
 

<F8> 
 
7.  Display the seat map for segment 1. 
 

41* 
 

To request a seat assignment the function identifier is 4R, followed by S 
and the line number, a dollar sign, and the seat number. 

 
8.  Request a window seat for segment 1. 
 

4RS1$XXX 
(XXX = ROW NUMBER AND SEAT) 
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SK displays at the end of the flight segment indicating seats are 
confirmed. 

 
9.  Display the seat map for segment 2. 
 

42* 
 
10. Request a window seat for segment 2. 
 

4RS2$XXX 
(XXX = ROW NUMBER AND SEAT) 

 
11. End and redisplay the PNR. 
 

ER 
 

An S, for SFAX (Seat Facts), is displayed in ****ITEMS 
SUPPRESSED****.  To access the seat assignments, enter *S. 

 
12. Access the SFAX. 
 

*S 
 

An SSR item is created for each assigned seat. 
 

NW Seat Requests 
 

 

 
Seats can be requested for a maximum of 7 names in one entry.  If  
More than 7 names exist in the PNR, name select is mandatory. 
 
Seats can be requested 331 days in advance; however, they remain on 
a NN  basis until the seat map is created 88 days prior to departure. 
 
HELP MAPNW lists seat map creation dates. 
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Seat Maps from Availability 
 

 

 
Seat maps can also be requested from availability.  Requesting seat maps 
from an availability display is similar to displaying seat maps from a PNR, 
except the compartment is added to the entry. 
 

Activity: Seat Map From Availability 
 
1.  Request availability on the 23rd of next month from Las Vegas to IAH at 

9AM on Continental Airlines. 
 

A23MMMLASIAH9A-CO 
 
2.  Request a seat map for the coach (Y) compartment for line 1. 
 

41*Y 
 
3.  To move down in a seat map other than NW, enter @MD. 
 

@MD 
 
4.  Access INFO APMAP for an AccessPlus seat map index. 
 

INFO APMAP 
 
5.  Move down and tab to INFO CO MAP. 
 

MD 
INFO CO0 MAP 

 
Seat maps for some AccessPlus airlines can be displayed through 
AccessPlus.  The entry is found in the airline’s GRS page. 

 

Modify/Cancel Seats 
 

 
Once seats are reserved they can be changed.  
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Modify/Cancel NW/Interactive Seats 
 

 

 
Canceling the flight segment or the entire itinerary cancels the associated 
seat assignment. 
 
 
 
When reducing a PNR, and the name is deleted, all seat assignments or 
boarding passes for the deleted name are canceled from the PNR. 
 
When dividing a PNR, all seat assignments or boarding passes for the 
divided name are appended to the divided PNR. 
 
Any seat request, modification, or cancellation appears in the history of a 
PNR.  The entry to display historical seat information is *HS. 

Activity:  Modify NW Seat Assignments 

 
1.  Access HELP 4R@ and review formats to modify seat assignments. 
 

HELP 4R@ 
 
2.  Switch to the opposite screen. 
 

<F8> 
 
3.  Change SFAX 1 to an aisle seat. 
 

4R@1$XXX 
(XXX = ROW NUMBER AND SEAT) 

 
4.  Cancel SFAX 2. 
 

4RX2 
 
5.  Display SFAX and review the new seat assignment. 
 

*S 
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6.  End and redisplay the PNR. 
 

ER 
 
7.  Cancel all seat assignments with one entry. 
 

4RX 
 
8.  End and redisplay the PNR. 
 

ER 
 
9.  Display history and review seats. 
 

*H OR *HS 
 

Modify/Cancel OAL Seats 
 

 

 
The itinerary segment number is used when canceling a specific seat. 
 
Canceling a flight segment cancels any associated seat assignments or  
boarding passes.  This also applies to cancel/rebook entries unless the  
airline participates in the seat retention program. 
 
To modify a seat assignment, it must be canceled and another seat  
assignment requested. 
 
Before reducing or changing the name, all seats must be canceled using the  
4RXOAL entry. 
 


